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I.
Minimally 2-cormected graphs were studied in some detail by Di;ac [3] ;And
Hummer [ i2]. In particular, Dirac showed that a minimally 2-connected graph G
has at least +(IV(G)1 +4) vertices of degree two. This result was extended by
Mader [S] who showed that a minimally n-connected
graph G has at least
((n - 1) IV(G,l+ 2n)1(2n - 1) vertices of degree ~1.Earlier Halin [7] had proved
this theorem in the case yt ==3.
In [l I], motivated by cerlain matroid reoults, we obtained new bounds on the
numbers of vertices of degree two and three respectively in minimally 2- and
3-connected graphs. In this paper we shall use these bounds to characterize the
graphs which are extremal with respect to Dirac’s and
aiin’s theorems I These
results appear in Sections 2 and 4 respectively. Another
qlt in [l l] showed that
a minimally connected matroid having corank c has at least c + 1 two-element
cocircuits. In Section 3, the minimally connected matroids attaining this bound are
characterized.
The terminology used here for graphs and matroids will in ge, ra
Bondy and Murty [2] and Welsh [ 151 respectively. A vertex 2 of a graph G will
of V(C3 if u is adjacenl; to
be said to be sdjacent to some non-empty subse
will
be denoted by El(M) and
some member of W. The ground set of a mz.troid
the rank and corank of P/f by rk M and cork
deletion and contraction of e from R/B will
s k :lm~en?s b-AI1bc cdi; 3 q &-c9circuit.
respectively. A cocirC
x, y E E(M) and (x, y} is a 2-cocircuit, we 5hall say that x and y are in. seks.
series class of M is a maximal subset x of E:(na) :uch that if x1 and x2 are distinct

and edges in graphs, and of contrac?lr\n of edges. The inverse operation of
edge contraction will be called certex splitting. Thus if the vertex u in the graph G
is incident with the edges e,, c2, . . . , e,,, of 6, then we split u by replacing it in G
by two adjacent vertices u’ and v” and joining each of the edges e,, e2, . . . , e,,, to
exactly one of c’ ani u”.
For a positive integer n, the graph G will be called minimally n-connected if G
is n-connected and, for all edges e of G, the deletion G \e is not n-connected.
We shall require the following characterization of minimally n-connected graphs
(see, for example, [5, Lemma 1-J). A detailed discussion of the properties of such
graphs may be found in Bollobk [ 1, Chapter I].
vertices

A,n n-connected graph G is whinirnally n-connected if and only if for
every pair x ar~i y of adjacent vertices in G, there are at most n internally-disjoint
paths joining x aftd y.

A matroid R/f is connected if for every pair of diskct elements of M, there is a
circuit containing both. We call M minimally connected if it is connected but every
single-element Ideletion is disconnected. The property of connectedness for matroids has also been called 3
,-connectedness
(see, for example, [14, 10, 11-J). The
latter reflects the close relationship of matroid connectedness to 2-connectedness
for u,raphs. Indeed, if G is a graph without loops or isolated vertices, and
)V\G@3,
thlen G is ?-connected
if and onl!* if its cycle matroid M(G) is
connected.
For a graph G a cocircuit of M(G) is a minimal set of edges whose deletion
increases the number of connected components of G. We shall call a cocircuit of
M(G) a cocircuit of G. If G is 2-connected and loopless, then clearly the set of all
edges incident with a fixed vertex is a cot ircuit of G. Such L cocircuit will be called
a vertex cocirctiit of S.

y 2konnechdl
In this section we use results from [ll] to der:ermtne the graphs which are
pxtremal with respect to the following result of IX ;1c [4, (6), (5)].

., A rriininzaily Z-connected

graph

G ~UXS
at least i((V(G)\+4)

uer-

tices of dgree two.

In fact, we shall characterize those minimally 2-(connected graphs having exactly
If<, V(G)1 + 4)] vertices of degree two, where, if r is a real number, [rl denotes
the least integer not less than r.
all require several
s on minimally n-connected graphs. The first
rakn was used in
e case n = 2. Suppose that {e,, c2, . . . , e,,} is a
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non-vertex cocircuit i a minimally n-connected graph G. Let ei = U,,vi2 for all i
in{l,2,...,
n}. Then it is clear th;lt vll, v,~, v2i, . . , vnl, n2 are all distinct. Now
e,, has precisely two components,
Hi an Hz say, and we may
G\e,,ez,-..,
assume that for all i in (1,2, . . . , 12) and all i in (I, 2}, ViiE V-(Hi). For i = 1,2, we
form the graph 6, from H; by adding a new vertex ui which we join to each of
Ulj, %j, - * 9 Q. Then we have Gi = G/E(&) and G2 s G/E(H,). It is not difhcult
to check that in the cases we shall need, namely n = 2 alId n = 3,
l

(2.2)

Gz are minimally n-connected.

However, for n > -3, (2.2) need not hold. For example, if G is the minimally
4-connected graph shown in Fia. 1 and e,, e2, e, and e4 are as shown, then
G2 s K4,s but Gi i!+not even 4-connected.
For the second operation required, assume that v is a vertex of degree n in a
simple graph G and suppose that v is adjacent to the vertices ui, Q,. . . , u,,.
Replace v by n distinct vertices ol, v2, . . . , V, joining vi to Ui for each i in
U,2, * * -, n}. Now add n new vertices wl, w2,. . . , w, joining each of these
vertices to every member of {v,, u2, . . . , v,} and to no other vertices. Denote the
resulting
graph
by G. Evidently,
the subgraph
of 6
induced
by
{vi, q!, * * - , v,, WI, 1472,. - . , w,,} is isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph Knqn.
We shall say Oat G is obtained from G by replacing the vertex v by a Kn,,. Thus,
for example, the graph D, in Fig. 2(b) is obtained frcm K2.3 (see Fig. 2(a)) by
replacing the vertex u of the latter by a K2,2.
We shall also require the inverse of the above operatio:r. Explicitly, suppose H
is a simple graph and V(H) has two disjoint subsets It’, and V2 each of which
contains n pair-wise nonadjacent vertices. Assume, in addition, that each member
of Vi is joined to (=a& member of V2 and that every rlember of V2 has degree
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Fig. 2.

n + 1. Thus H[V, \J V,] = I<,., and we say that ?I contains a special K,,,. we form

:t graph G such that G = H by deleting ah the vertices in VI from H and
identifying all the vertices of V2.
It is routine to check that for n = 2 or 3, the class of minimally n-connected
graphs is closed under the operation of replacing a vertex of degree n by a Kn,,.
However, this does not hold for arbitrary n. Similarly, one can show using (2.2)
that
(2.3)

for ;yi!
= 2 or 3, if H is minimally n-connected

and G is a simple graph

The final operation we r equire invo!ves verte? qlitting. Let G be a mLtimally
2-conlected graph and e be an edge which is not in a 2-cocircuit. Then G\e has :a
cut vertex u. Now G \ e \ u has two components .I, and J2. Moreover, as e is not in
a 2-cocircuit., each of J1 and .I1 contains at least two vertices adjacent to v. We
nc~ split the vcrtcx u replacing it by two adjace~ vertices u1 and u2, and joining
U, 10 those vertices in Ji which are adjacent to v in G. Denote the graph we obtain
in this way by (& Then it is not difficult to check that
12.4)

G:,,

is minimally 2-connected.

The next theorem is the main result of this section. For i = 0, 1,2, y . . , let the
Aj and Bi be as shown in Fig. 3.

graphs

Let G be a minimally 2-connei:t. xi graph. Then G has exactly
vertices of degree two if and only if either G is isomorphic to one of
the graph shown in Figs. 3 and 4, or G can b’e obtained from such a graph by

repeated application of the: opsration of replacing r[lllertex of degree two by a I&.
It is straightforlord
to check that if G is iscmorphic to one of the graphs in
Figs. 3 and 4, or G can be obtained from such a graph in the manner described,
Bee two. The rest of t
IS. The proof will use severCal
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lemmas. The first of these uas proved independently by Dirac [4, Proposition 31,
:rnd Plummer [l 2., Corollary lb]. A three-c kment cy zle in a graph will be called a
triangle.
2.6.

a. Let G be a miqknally

2-connected gral: h having at least four vertices.

Then G has tzo triangles.

1’1.7.

a [I 1, Corollary 2.1 I]. Let G be cr minktally

2-connected

graph other

than a cycle. Then there is a subset U of jr/(G) such that eact member of U has
degree twn, 1VI > \E(G)\ - 1V(G)\ + 2 and e:)ery path in G joining two members of U
contains $2 vertex of degree greater than two.

‘The p)rDof of the next result closely resembles the proof of [ 11 9 Proposition
2.14]. The number of vertices of degree nt in a graph G will be denoted by
I,‘,,,
t G I.
nsmai. Let G be a minimally 2-connected

2.

graph having clt least four vertices

of which [!(I ‘V(G)\+ 47 have degree two. Then
(i) If IV(G)]-2(mod3),
1E(G)\=flV(G)l--f
arid +=\V(G)(-z+.
(ii) If 1V(G)! = 1 (rlod 3), /E(G)) = $ IV(G)/ - & u:! = I V(G)1 -- 1 - u2 and v4 = 1.

(iii) If IVCG)l =O (mod 3),
either (a) (E(G)1 = $ I V(G)I, v3 = 1V(G)1 - 1 - ZJ~and v5 = 1;
or (b) IE(Gj( = 4 1V(G)I, vj - IF’(G)1 - 2 -. vz a;nd u4 = 2;

or (c) IIEQG)I=$/V(G)I--1
and v3=(‘~(G)~--v2.
Morso~;er, G has no adjacent vertices of degree two except possibly in (iii)(c) when
G ha!) at most one pair of adjacent vertices 0.;’ degree two.

. Since vz( G) = [$(IV( G)l + 4)1, we have v=(G) = i(lV( G)J + 4 + m) where
m = G, f ;3r 2 according as IV( G)I = 2, 1 or 0 (mod ?) respectkely. If G is a cycle:,
then v?(G) = 1V(G)1 and it follows that G = X3. But, by assumption, IV(G)1 z=,
so we may assume that G is not. a cycle. Now, by sLmnning the vertex degrees ;qf
6, we get
2 IE(G+~~,+~(~V(G)J-

v2)=3

-l-‘h;~s IE(~~)l;=$(Z IV(G); -$(IV(G)1+4+
(2.9)

1E(G@

IV(G)(-1.*:.

m)),

and str

$ ]V(G)l+~m.

But, by Lemma 2.7, uz 2 (E(G)! - I V(G)1 + 2, this blDund bein,g attained only if G
o two adjacent vertices of degree two. Hence $(lV(G)] + 4+ m) :r
)I+ 2, and so
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(2.9) and (2.10), we get

$ Iv(G)I--$+$m

=+Z(G)l+

IV<G)l-$-&m,

the upper bound on (E(G)( being attained only if G has no two adjacent vertices
of degree two.
On *waking 1~ = Cl in (2.1 l), we immediately obtain (i). In case (ii), m = I, so
)E(G)J=$IV(G+-5,
and hence 2(E(G)I-2vZ=2(V(G)I--4.
But,
IV(ci~I-1

2 IE(G))--2v,=

1
t-3

iv,

and
lvccJ)l--l

1

, =3

vi

=IVCG)l-v2=$lV(G)(-2.

Thus 2 (E(G)l-2v,=3(IV(G)I-v,)+
1 and hence v~=I~J(G)I---v~--~
and v4= 1.
Finally, in case (iii), m = 2 and, by (2.11) IE(G)I=$ IV(G)l or $ (V(G)(-1. Wz
consider
these
two possibilities
separately.
If (E(G)( -=j I V(G)I,
then
2lE(G)l-2v2=3((V(G)I-v2)+ 2, and it follows that (iii)(a) or (iii)(b) holds. If
IE(G)I=:IV(G)/j_, then 2IE(G)J-2~,=3(lV(G)l-v,)
and SO v~=IV(G)I-P’~
qnd (iii)(c) holds.
To see that G has no two adjacent vertices of degree two except possibly in
case (iii)(c), we note that in each of cases (i), (ii), (iii)(a) and <iii)(b), the upper
bound on (E(G)( in (2.11) is attained. In (iii)(c), v2 ==(IE(G)( - 1V(G)1 -!-2) + 1
hence, by Lemma 2.7, G has at most one pair of adjacent vertices of degree
two. 0
We now use the preceding lemmas to find those minimally 2-connected graphs,
G having at most seven vertices of which [$(IV(G)\ + 4‘11 have degree two.
Let G be a minimally
vertices of degree

2-connected

two and ,xppose

isomorphic to one of the graphs K3, I&

graph

having

exactly

that I V( G)( s 7. Then

G is

K2.4 or D1 in Fig. 4, or to the graph II,

which is obtained from K3 by replacing a vertex of degree two by a K2,2.

If 1j/(G)) = 4, then by Lemma 2.6, G
If I V(G)1 = 3, then clearly
has no triangles, hence G = K2,2 ut this graph has four vertices of degree two
[$t + 4)1 = 3. Therefore 1V(
(C)l =6 and vI,=2.
f IV(G)\ = 5, then iv2= 3 and,
G = &&.
hence
Moreover, G has no adjacent vertices of degree two,
i 1V(G)1 = 6, then v2 = 4 and IE(G)J = 7 or 8. In the first cz se, v:,= 2 and it is
easy to
ssume next t
follows
v5=1
a

J.G.
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hold. If the latter ho ds, then, since G has no adjacent ?l?--,rticesof degree two,
G = A&,.
If 1V(G)1 = 7, then v2 = 4 and by Lemma 2.8(ii), (E(G)1 = 9, v3 = 2 and v4 = 1.
Now, if the vertex of degree four is adjacent on y to vertices of degree two, then it
follows that G = D,. On the other hand, if the vertex of degree four is adjacent to
a vertex of degree three, it is straightforward
to check that, since G has no
triangles, G cannot be minimally 2-connected.
Cl
Let G be a minimally 2-connected graph having [$( 1V(G)( + 4)]
vertices of degree two. Then for 1V( G)l3 7, G has a pair of adjacent vertices each
having degree exceeding two.

G has the required pair of vertices as long as ]E(G)) >2v2. Now by (2.9)
IE(G&$IV(G)~-$--&H
where v2 -$((V(G)I+4+m).
Hence, IE(G)(>2v,
prom > $(IV(G)1 + 4 + m). Tile latter occurs provided
vided that f IV(G)j-g-i
S\V(G)~--4-m>4~V(G)I+16+4m;
that is, provided IV(G)l>S+&z.
Since
IV(G)I+4+m=O
(mod3) and m ~2, it is now straightforward to check that G
has the required pair of vertices provided I V(G)1 a 7. Cl
An easy consequence of Lemma 2.8 is that if G is a minimally
graph having exactly $(IV(G)( + 4) vertices of degree two, then
(2.14)

2-connected

IE(G)( = IV(G)I+$Q

where v*;?,denotes the number of vertices. of G of degree at least three. Ry the
preceding lemma, provided IV(G
7, G has an edge which does not meet a
vrertex of degree two. This last fact contradicts Dirac’s claim [4, (7)], that if (2.14)
holds, then every edge of G meets a vertex of degree two.
In order to prove Theorem 2.5 we shall show that if G is a minimally
2-connected graph having exactly [$(IV(G)1 + 4)] vertices of degree two, then,
unless G is isomorphic to one of the graphs in Figs. 3 and 4, G contains a special
K2,2. We shall distinguish three cases according to the congruence class of I V(G)1
modulo three. Indeed we shall first prove the theorem m the cast; IV(G)) = 2.
Using this we shall show it for IV(G)( = 1. Finally, using the result for both these
cases, we shall prove it for /V(G)1 ~0.
Let G be a minimally

2-comected

graph having

[$(I V(G)( +

4)1 vertices of degiee two and suppose that IV(G)1 = 2 (mod 3). Then G E K2,3 or G
can be obtained fro%,‘1K2.3 by repeated application of the operation of replacing a
vertex of degree two by a
.

holds.

Evidently IV (G)I = 2 + 3 k and
will follow if -ve can s

W’hen EC= 1, / V( 6; )I = 5 and, by Proposition 2.12, G = K2,3. Now assume that
(2.16) hiolds for k s: 171and let k = m. By Lemma 2.13, G has an edge e joining
two vertices each of which has degree at least three. The deletion G \ e has a cut
vertex u whichI by Lemma 2.8, has degree two or three. It follows that therz is an
J’ meeting u such that {e, f) is a cocircuit of G. We now form the graphs G,
e?C’;SC
and G2 from G as described earlier. That is, if H, and Hz are the two components
and G2= G/iZ(H,). By (2.2), G, and Gz are both
of G \ e.,f, then C :, = G/E(&)
minimally 2-connected. Now ! V( G,)I + 1V( G,)l = I V(G)1 + 2 arcd
vJG,) + z’~(G~.~
==Y*(G) + 2
=@‘(G)(+1)+2
==:(([Y(G,)+IV(G,)I-~)+LC+~)
==_;((V(G,)\+4)+$((V(G,)I+4).
Rut, for i = 1,2, vz(Gi)a [$(lV(G,)I+4)1,
hence ZJ~(G~)=$((V(G~)J+~) and SO
~3 2 (mod 3). As IV(GJ
< )V\G)I, we have, by the induction assumption,
that G, has at least two vertex-disjoint special K&s or else Gi = K2,3. It follows
without Sdifhculty that when G is constructed from G, and GZ, it will have at least
two vertex-disjoint special & ‘s. Thus, by induction, (2.16) holds. It is now
straightforward to verify i2.15) using another induction argument.
0
1fMT,)/

7. PmpositiionH, Let G 6e a minimally 2-connected graph having [:(I V(G)1 +
411 uertakes of’ degree IWO and suppose ikzt 1V(C)1 = 1 (mod 3). Then G is
isomorphic to the graph D, in Fig. 4, or G can be obtained from D, by repeated
application of the operation of replacing a vertex of degree two by a Kze2.
1V(G)! = 1 + 3k.

OO~. Evidently

We shall show by induction

on k that

G = D’,, or G- has a special K2,2.

(2.18)

As in the proof iof the preceding result, the required result will then follow without
difficuhy. I3y Proposition 2.12, 1V(G)1 2 7, hence k 2 2. Moreover, if 1V(G)( = 7,
then 6 = D,. Now suppose that (2.1.8) holds for k < yazand let k = m a 3. Then,
by Lemma 2.13, G has an edge e joirling two vertices each having degree
exceeding two. Let v be a cut vertex of G \e. Now either
(i) r is in a 2 -cocircuit {e, f> of G ; or
(ii) 4 is not in a 2-cocircuit.
In Lase (i), iwe form G, a.zd G2 as in the proof of the preceding result. Then, as
shown there, V’G,)(+(V(G,)I=(V(G))+2
and ~~(Gr)-t ~~(G&=1;~(6)+2.
Thus,
Q(G,) + ~~(62) = i(l V(G,)I + 1V(G,)l
NOW,
‘/;q

as

I J/(G)1

s

we

(mod 3),
may ass

1

+ 9).

I V(G,)I + I V(G,)I s 0

(mod 3). .As v,(Gi)
out loss of gnerality,
that IV(Gi)l=

2

2
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(mod 3) and IV(G2)(= 1 (mod 3). Thus we know the structure of G, from
Proposition 2.15 anSrfwe can deduce without difficulty that G has a special k&.
In case (ii), u has degree at least four. If we split o as described earlier, then we
obtain the graph G.‘.,, which, by (2.4), is minimally 2-connected. Wr$ing G’ for
6’ e.w
we
have
IV(G’)I=(V(G)I+I,
and
r+(G’)= z+(G)=#‘(G)I+5)=
$1 V(G’)( + 4). It follows from Proposition 2.15 that G has a special Kz .2 unless G’
is isomorphic to the graph Do in Fig. 2(b); that is, unless G = Dr. Hence (2.18)
holds. 0
To complete the proof of Theorem
1V(G)1 = 0 (m-d 3).

2.5 it remains to consider the case when

on. Let G be a minimally 2-conrtected graph having
4)1 vcfrtices of degree two and asslime that IV(G)1 = 0 (mod 3). Then
isomorphic to one of the graphs K3, K2,4, D2, D3, Ai or Bi, or G can
from one of these graphs by rep&ted application of the operation of
vertex of degree two by a K2,z.

roof- Evidently
(2.20)

I V(G)1 = 3k.

We shall show by induction

[f(l V(G)1 +
either G is
be obtained
r&acing a

on k that

G has a special K 2,2 rdnless G is isomorphic to one of the listed graphs.

If IV(G); = 3, this is immediate. Assume (?.2q) is true for k < m and let
IV(G)] = 3m. By Proposition 2.12, we can suppose that (c2 3. Hence, by Lemma
2.13, G has an edge e joining two vertices each having degree exceeding two. Let
v be a cut vertex of G \ e. We now distinguish the same two cases, (i) and (ii), as in
the proof of the preceding proposition
In case (i), we construct G1 and G2 as before. Then

e(G) + M3

= f<lV(G,)I + 1V(G,)I -,-lo),

and, without loss of generality, we may suppose that either both IV(Gl)l and
I V(Gz)( are congruent to one modulo three, or I V(G,)J is congruent to zero and
I V&2)(
to two. In the latter case, the structure of G2 is determined by Proposition
2.15 and one ~3r-teasily deduce that G has a special K2,2. In the former case, the
structure of both Car and G2 is determined by the preceding proposition. Thus G
certainly has a special & unless each of Gr and G2 is isomorphic to a member
of the set {D,, Eo, El, Ez, . . .) where the graph Ei is as shown in Fig. 5. 11 follows
that G has a special E&Z unless it is isomc@tic to Ai or i for some j MX
In case (ii), we form CL,, as in the preceding proof. Writing G’ for C&, we
roposiion 2.17, we know the structure
2.2 unless G’ is isomorphic to DI or E,
at G has a special
is isomorphic to
for some j b 0. Hence G has ;, Ape
e proof of (2.20),

192
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The necessity for G to be as specified fsllows immediately
Propositions 2.15, 2.17 and 2.19. Cl
0

811 combining

The following result was proved in [ll, Corollary
matroid is called non-trivial provided that ]A 1a 2.

2.71. A series chss A in a

If M is a minimally connected matroid, then either M is a circuit or
M has at kast cork M + 1 non-trivial series classes.

In this section we use an operation introduced in [ 1 l] to characterize those
minimally 2- connected matroids having exactly cork M + 1 2-cocircuits. Let M,
and A42 be matroids or-11
disjoint sets S, and Sz respectively. Suppose that pi E Si
for i = 1, 2 and let p be an element which is in neither S1 nor Sz. Then the seties
connection S((M,; pl), (Mz; p2)) of MI and M2 wit respect to the barepoints p,
and p2 is the matroid on (S, \ pr) U (S2\ p2)IJ p whose circuits are the cir,zuits of M,
not containing p 1, the circuits of Mz not containing p2, and all sets oi’ the form
(Cl \pr) Li (CJpz) U p where Ci is a circuit of Mi containing pi (see [3. p.31).
QTh~~nt.

Let M be a minimally connected matroid. Then M has exactly
if and only if either M = M(K2,r_1) for some r ~4, or

cork M + 1 2-cocircuits

M ==S((MJqI;
pl), (M&2; p2)) where, for i = 1, 2, Mi is minimally
having exactly cork Mi + 1 2-cocircuits of which (pi, ~fi) is one.

connected

Suppose that M is minimally connected having cork M+ 1 2-cocircuits.
Then it is easy to check that rk M 2 3 and that M is not a circuit. Hence, by
Theorem 3.1, M has at least cork M+ 1 non-trivial series classes. Thus (E(M)1 3
(cork M-!- 1) and, as M has exactly cork M + 1 2-cocircuits, each series class of M
as at mosl: two elements. Now suppose lIZ(
= 2(cork M+ 1). Then IE(M)I =
2(rk M - 1). As n/i is minimally connected, it follows, by [9,
:pr?-=?J(Kz,,.-r) for some i-a 3. if r = 3, then M= M(K,,,). But
one yet has six 2-cocircuits. Thus if IE(M)) = 2(cork M-t- l), then M = M(&,_ ,)
for some r 124.
We may now assume that /E(M)1 > 2(cork M+ 1). Then M h an element p
which is not
and (pi, qi> k a
t&/q*;
pJ 1
uit of
+rkA

e 2-c~circrak

of

are he

-cocircuits
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of A4 contained in E(Mi/q, \pi) together with (p,, Si} (see [3, pp. 8, 91). Therefore,
if 00 denotts the number of 2-cncircuits of IV, then
t(M,)+

tml~) = t(M)+2

=(corkMt1)+2
=(2tl)rkn/P1+l)-t(cork~*+1).
AS t(Mi)*cork &Ii + 1 for i = 1, 2, we conclude that t(M,)=cork
The converse is St:-aightforward to check. 0

Mi + 1.

In this section we shall characterize thi)se graphs which are extremaj
respect to the followmg result of Hahn [7, Katz 61.
. If G is a minimally
5 1V(G)l

Sconnected

graph,

with

then G has at Yeast

+ 3 vertices of’ degree three.

We shall require the following preliminaries.
be denoted b;y IVr,, (see [2, p. 36)].

The wheel on m + 1 vertices will

glraph having
m vertices where WI
( 2’7, ther,r IE(G)I s 3m -9. Moreover, when m = 7, equality is
attained here if and only if G = W6 or &;
when m 3 8, equality is attained if and
on/y if G z K3.m__3.

.2.

3 (Halin 6-61,Satz 7.61). I’ G is a minimally 3-connected

a (Halin [7, Satz 41). Let e be an edge of a minimally 3-connected
grapcZG and a,ssume that e isins two vertices of degree exceeding three. ?‘I~ra G/e is
minimally 3-connected.

For a graph G, the s’et of edges which are contained
will be denoted by T(G).
a. Let G be a minimally 3-connectzJ
vertices. Then I~(G)I~~~IE(G)I-IV(G)l)+~.

We show first that if T(G) = E(G),
ote that by Lemma 4.2.,

in some 3-cocircuit

graph having

then the required

of G

at least seven

result holds. To see

IE(G,l ,s 3 t V(G)/ - 9.
Tk.~s 3(IE(G)j -IV(G)l)+96!

lE(G)l

an d SO, on replacing IE(G)I by IT(
and side we obtairn the req ired result. Now suppose that 1

on

Fig. 6.

4.2, IE(G)Is 12 with equalitv holding only if G = NC’,;or A&. Since 7(G) = E(G)
when G 5 Mf6or &, we may assume that IE(G)(s 1 . Then by [lS, p. 451-454-J
G can be obtained from w’, or one of the graphs in I‘ig. 6 by splitting a vertex of
degree exceeding three. It is clear that in each case G will have at most one vertex
of degree more than three and so we again obtain that T(G) = E(G). We conclude
that the required result holds for IV( G)I = 7. Now asjume it true for 1V(G)( < m
< ;E(G)I, G has an element e which is not
and let I V(G)1 = m 3 8. Then as IT(
in a 3-cocircuit. By Lemma 4.3, G/e is minimally 3-connected and so, by the
induction assumption,

INW

2

~(IE(G/e)l
- 1V( G/e)l)

But r(G) = r(G/e) and IE(G/c)lfollows immediately.
Cl

+ z.

IV(G/e)/ = (E(G)1 - 1V( G)l. The required result

The preceding lemma is a special case of the result that in a minimally
3-connected matroid M of rank exceeding five, at least $ coi!: h/l+ 3 elements are
in some 3-cocircuit of M. The proof of this statement uses results from [ 101.
The following is the main result of this section.
eorem. Let G be a minimally 3-connected :qragh. Then G has exactly
3 I V(G)1 +$ vertices of degree three if and only if either G = K3,4, or G can be
obtained from K 3,4 by repeated application of the opertrtion of replacing a vertex of

3.

degree three by a &.

This result is ehe natural extension to minimally 3-ctJ,nnected graphs of Proposie have been unable to prove the complete ex:.ension of Theorem 2.5
tion 2.X
to minimally 3-connected
graphs. Thus, it remains open to characterize all
minimally 3-connected graphs G having exactly [$ I‘c’(G)1+ 41 vertices of degree
three.
If G = KS.4 or G can be obtained from K3_4as described,
that G has exactly 5 1V(G)1 + 2 vertices of degree three. For
roposi [ion 2.201, G
the converse, we note
encc
$(IE(G)I - 1VW )I + 3)
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and so
(4.6)
Morcover,
(4.7)

IE(G+;IV(G)l-2.
on summing

the vertex degrees

2 IE(G)l a 3+ + 4ClV(G j\ - z+) = 4

of

G we get

I Wi3)~

-

v3

with equality holding only if vq =z1V(G)\ - v3. It follows that IE( G)I 3 p IV( GI( -- 1.
Hence !I=‘(G)( = p IV(G)/ -ii and equality holds in (4.7). Thus v4 = IV(G)( - v3 =
_:IV(G)\- 5.
Now 1ViG)( = 2 (mod S), so IVi’G)( = fl;ik+ 2. Moreover,
We shall argue by induction on k to show that

(4.8)

G = K3_4 or G ha!; czt least two vertex-disjoint

IV(G)1 # 2, hence k 2 I.

special K$s.

If k = 1, then IE(G)I = 7, v3 = 4 and IE(G)I = 12. hus, by Lemma 4.2, G = K3,4.
Now ass:Jme that (4.8) holds for k i m and let k = ~YI
2 2. We distinguish two
cases :
(i) G has a non-vertex Scocircuit {e,.. e2, e3}; and
(ii) G has no non-vertex 3-cocircuit.
In the first case, we construct G1 and G2 as in Section 2. That is, if HI and H2
are the components of G \ el, e2: e,, then G, = G/E(PI,) and G2 = G/E(H,). Now,
by (2.?,), G, and G2 are minimally 3-connected. Moreover, IV(G,)\+(V(Cr,)\ =
1V(G)! + 2, and
v,(GJ + vV3(G2)= Q(G) + 2
= i’(2 \ V( cql + 6) + 2
=t(iz iV(G,)[+2

IV(G,))-4)+6

k 10)

= $(2 1V(G ,)I + 6;)+ $(2 1V(G2)j + 6).
Since, by Theorem 4.1, v3(G,)~$(21V(G,)I+6)
for i= 1, 2, it follows that
v,(Gi) = 3!2 IV(G, )I+ 6) and SO I V(Gi)( s 2 (mod 5). AS I V(G,)( c 1V(G)J, we may
apply the induction assumption to both G1 and G2 to obtain that G has at least
two vertex-disjoint special &‘s;
that is, (4.8) holds.
In case (ii), we n~e that by Lemma 4.4,

IT(

=+)E(GB(-

/V(G)()

t;.

But, by assumption, the oinly 3-cocircuits of G art: vertex 3-cocircuits. Since
equality holds in (4.6) we have that $(IE(G)I--lV(G>!r+~
= 3v3. It follows that G
adjacent vertices of degree three. Now ~~(6) = $(2 I c/(G)1 +6) and
IE(G)( = i(9 1V(G)( - 3). Therefore

eet 2 vertt:x of’ de

On some extmrnal

ccmwcriuity

remIt
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$3 1V(G)/ - 2 1) = :(2 1V(G)! + 21) vertices of which 4(2 I V( G)I + 6) hal,re degree
three. AS G has no adjacent vertices of degree three, it follows that G = K3,V,(CJ).
NOW let U, u and M’be the vertices of G of degree z+(G)_ When obtaining G from
G, if we contract the edges in E(G) \ E(G) one-by-one, then it follows by Lemma
4.3 that no matter in what order we do this, each intermediate graph in the
process is minimally 3-connected. Thus **lb
tv,.en deriving G from G, regardless of
the order in which we perform the apprayriate vertex splittings, we alw.ays have a
minimally 3-connected graph at each intermediate step. If {cei, u2, . . . , 4) is the
set of vertices of G which become identified as the vertex u of 6, tlen clearly
G[(u,, ~2,. . . , y: 1is a tree. We may therefore suppose, without loss of :,;enerality,
that in G, the vertex ul is joined to only one member of {u2, Us, . . . . ut}, say u2.
Let G’ be the gra;lh obtained from G by contracting all the edges in
except ui u2, and :et xl, xz and x1+be the vertices of G’\ ulck2 adjacent to u,, and
y17 y2, **. 9 yi be the vertices of G’\ u1 u2 adjacent to uz.
Now consider splitting the vertices u and w of G’ by inserting further edges of
G. We distinguish two possibilities. Either
(I) we can split 2, or w by inserting an edge z’z” of G such that both z’ and 2’
are adjacent to bcth {x,, x2, x,} and {yr, y2,. . . , yj}; or
(XI) whenever w split u or ti by inserting an edge z’z”, one of z’ and z” is not
adjacent to both {x1, x2, x3} and {y , , y2, . . . , yi}.
In case (I), suppose we split u to obtain the graph G” and assume, without loss
of generality, thar in G;“, z’ is adjacent to both x, and yl, and z” is adjaoent to
both x2 and yz. P*ow each of z’ and z” has degree at least four in G”, so we may
assume that z’ arld z” are adjacent to s’ and s” respectively where S’ # s” and
paths
{s’, s”) c 1x3, y,, y&.. - * - , yi}. It follows that we have four internally-disjoint
in G” joining z’ znd z”, these being (z’, z”), (z’, x ,, u,, x2, z”), (z’, yl. u2. y2, z”)
and (z’, s’, w, s”, 9’) where we have listed only the vertices in the paths. By
Lemma 1.1, as G” is minimally 3-connected, z’ and z” are joined by at mo>t three
internally-disjoint
paths and so we have a contradiction.
In case (II), let {u,, 2j2,. . . , u,} and {w,, w2, . . . , w,} be the sets of vel-tices of G
which become identified as the vertices u and w respectively of G’. It is
straightforward to check that for some i and i in 4:1,2, ~ . . , f}, both 0’ ::md lvj are
adjacent 1~ e:tch c,f x1, x2 and x3. Now Ui and wj both have degree four and, for
some i’ and i’, ui :S adjacent to ui~and wi is adjacent to Wj’.It follows easily that
{ u~u~, uiui~, w wj’) is a non-vertex 3-cocircuit of 6. This contradicts the assumption
that G has nc) non-vertex 3-cocircuits and thereby completes the proof of (4.8). A
straightforwa -d induction argument now yields the theorem.
n
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